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I. Background

The pandemic caused by COVID-19, during 2020 and so far in 2021, caused education institutions to suddenly opt for an education modality based on ICTs. Since then, multiple studies have been carried out on the psychosocial risks that have originated since this change (Javier-Murillo & Duk, 2020). A less explored aspect is how study habits have been modified and how, from the forced change of teaching methods, some of the benefits that ICTs potentially offer, that have not been fully exploited in institutions, can be incorporated in combination with the traditional methods. From the organizational point of view, there is an opportunity for the lessons obtained about the teaching process in these conditions to be applied when there is an eventual return, be it sudden or gradual, to the classroom (Cabrera, 2020).

At De La Salle Bajío University, in its Business School, a project has been started to capitalize on this opportunity. The assumptions used for its development are the following:

- Remote education is ideal for the teaching of specific content as long as it attends to the creation of content that takes better advantage of the facilities that ICTs allow.

II. Theoretical Development

The relevant aspects of each of the assumptions on which this research is based are detailed below.

a) The hybrid model

The truth is that the change from the face-to-face model to the remote model was not something planned, but was a reaction to the circumstances imposed by the confinement. On some occasions improvisation and difficulties in adapting to the circumstances imposed by the use of ICTs for remote communication and the educational process predominated (García-Ruiz & Pérez-Escoda, 2020). There has been a lot of talk from institutional settings of a return to a “normality” or the emergence of a “new normality”. With regard to higher education, both notions can be somewhat sketchy, with the disadvantage that opportunities are no longer taken for students to experience more enriching learning (Cervantes-Holgüín & Gutiérrez-Sandoval, 2020).

An undesirable scenario is that everything experienced during confinement is left aside (Frank, 2020). That, as a reaction in the opposite direction to the compulsory use of technological devices for remote teaching, it is decided to use the classroom as the only learning space (Kim, 2020). At the other extreme, there is the idea that devices by themselves can be an instrument that allows self-taught learning in a personal and complete way. Although, in effect, technology has this potential, it is necessary to analyze which are the elements of face-to-face education that are irreplaceable.

This point is of special relevance for the continuity of Higher Education Institutions (Ken-Medkah, 2020). An obvious element that is offered as a service to enrolled students is the possibility of closer human contact and the possibility of interacting among peers, fostering emotional ties and collaboration that will be of great benefit in the professional development of graduates. The challenge is how to justify the role of teachers before the latent possibility for people of being able to learn in greater depth any subject with specific content through the use of the Internet and adequate
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access to sources of information. In any case, the strategic challenge that is presented in Higher Education Institutions has at least these two relevant aspects: how to best balance face-to-face and remote modalities as part of their education services and, second, which role will assume teachers to ensure their continuity in the teaching process, given the possibility that students could to learn with greater solvency various topics and specific content through technological means.

b) Learning practices in the face-to-face modality

According to the latest study presented by the World Economic Forum [WEF] on future prospects in the workplace, it is evident that work is increasingly immaterialized, that is, the resources through which it is executed are increasingly intangible. The development of advanced technologies point towards that trend. This requires greater specialization and rigorous technical knowledge in various fields. However, the same study indicates that the personal skills in the labor field necessary in this context are soft skills, such as the capacity for analytical thinking and innovation, solving complex problems, critical thinking and analysis, creativity, originality and initiative. These types of competences are often not explicitly indicated in the study plans. However, they are key in the student experience (WEF, 2020). The evolution that they make of their educational experience inseparably has an emotional and intuitive element, in addition to the rational element most evident during their training.

On the other hand, other key services that a University offers, in addition to education, are infrastructure, possibility of establishing fruitful connections and prestige. Although these can eventually be offered from platforms and digital media, we are still far from the point where they are as attractive as when they are experienced in person. Considering the above, the opportunity presented in the current context of gradual exit from confinement is to develop strategies thinking about the face-to-face space as an ideal setting for students to reinforce their soft skills and where attention is paid to how you are favoring learning effective content specific to each area and discipline.

c) Learning practices in remote mode

Before the pandemic, there were many successful cases of the use of technology for learning (Iglesias, González, Lalueza, & Esteban, 2020). For example, the work of Sugata Mitra, about groups of children who were allowed to organize themselves to learn on their own about the computer, become familiar with a foreign language, and learn about scientific subjects, has been replicated with good results in various countries. This offers empirical evidence that it is possible to take advantage of the benefits that the Internet offers for a quality education. It is worth noting that, in one of its stages, this project also included external support assistance to reinforce children’s learning. Although this support was not provided by experts, it was found that the application of socialization skills provided by other people outside the groups of students does have a positive effect on learning (Majluf, 2013).

One case in which the potential of technologies has been systematized to the extent that a learning methodology has already been institutionalized through the use of digital content in learning, is that of the Khan Academy. At first, it was a family effort to help a young teenager learn math through videos. This allows to acquire an own rhythm of learning for each student. The value of this effort is that the importance of creating own content for a new communication medium and taking advantage of the facilities of the same medium was understood. The result is that, regardless of the context in which a student finds himself, if he has the technological means to access these contents, he can learn subjects not only in mathematics but also in other subjects quite efficiently (Oppenheimer, 2015). Here, personal accompaniment is exercised by experts, who no longer direct their efforts to the creation of the contents in classrooms, but to respond in a solvent way to the doubts that arise among students when they are already motivated in learning the subjects (Sánchez -Otero et al., 2019).

Thus, there is the possibility of creating impressive content prepared by multidisciplinary teams that integrate design, programming, narrative and specific knowledge of the topics that captivates and attracts the attention of students more effectively than can be done on average in a classroom. The possibilities offered by internet formats, such as videos, and social networks, is to combine elements of memory by association, alternate repetitions, effective recovery, and the use of multiple sensory stimuli in the topics (Roediger III et al., 2018). The challenge, from an organizational point of view, is how to generate this type of content and, at the same time, guarantee that students are attracted to them (Sánchez-Murgas, 2020).

d) Conceptual model

Based on the research assumptions, a project is being developed in which, based on the students’ testimonies of what their learning experience has been, organizational strategies are developed to apply best practices in the educational process (Jaramillo-Morales et al., 2020). These strategies are intended to foresee both an impact on educational services and the identification of innovation opportunities. As part of this effort, the following project concept map shown in Figure 1 has been developed:
This document presents results that explore the learning experience of a specific group of students in the field. It quantitatively shows the perceptions that were collected among De La Salle Bajío University students regarding the first point, that is, if they experience an education that focuses mainly on learning. It also inquires about how since what they have lived in confinement, they can assess the advantages that there are in educating themselves both in a face-to-face mode and in a remote mode. Based on these results, work will be carried out at a later stage on a design of organizational strategies that take advantage of the knowledge acquired from these testimonies provided mainly by students interested in enriching their educational experience.

III. Method

The general objective of this work is to collect the concerns of students of the Faculty of Business of the De La Salle Bajío University, regarding their achievement of learning through the analysis of experiences in remote mode to generate organizational strategies to be applied in a hybrid format.

This research is of a mixed type. Its scope is descriptive, the approach is non-experimental and transversal. As part of its field design, a survey was developed and applied among a non-probabilistic population sample. Based on the obtained results, it was elaborated, semi-structured interviews were carried out among various students who expressed interest in the subject of study and whose contributions will be analyzed shortly. This document is part of a research project that explores the experience of students regarding their education, the use of technology and the social and economic context during 2020 and 2021. Based on the testimonies that have been collected among the students, discussion groups are being formed among some of them to delineate strategies that can be applied in an educational model that combines face-to-face and remoteness in education. Also, dynamics are being designed so that a pilot group of students propose the development of suitable content for learning in these new conditions.

Based on the experience of the students with respect to their education, a group of students was previously worked on in the elaboration of a conceptual map where the differences between the education that is more oriented to teaching were schematically identified (Edwards, 2018) and the one that is more oriented to learning (Robinson & Aronica, 2016). The result is shown in figure 2.

**Figure 1**: Conceptual model of the research project.
With this conceptual basis, a survey with 21 items that was published and applied from the QuestionPro platform. It was designed in collaboration with a team of six students from different educational institutions. Five of the items were used to identify demographic characteristics and the student situation of the respondents. Fifteen items were Likert-type, with scales that ranged from «very unsatisfied» to «very satisfied», where it was explored how close students perceive their situation to a learning-oriented education. The concepts that were emphasized were five: if the students felt well guided in their learning experiences, if they felt stimulated to continue learning, if they had been provoked in the sense of feeling invited to go further in the knowledge according to their own interests, if they felt really involved in their learning experience and, finally, if they recognized a sense of achievement in their learning (Robinson & Aronica, 2016). To streamline student participation, only three items were devoted respectively to the key ideas "guide", "stimulate", "provoke" and "involve" and four about "sense of achievement". A second purpose of the survey was to raise awareness among the students who conducted it about their situation as protagonists of their own learning.

On the other hand, to explore the testimonies of the students regarding their perception of the differences between the modalities of face-to-face and remote education, two questions were asked in search of open answers: «What are the advantages that you experience in the remote modality? », A final question with a closed answer was aimed at detecting among the students who were interested in helping to create content on different topics for remote teaching and collaborating in interdisciplinary teams. The possible answers to this question were «Yes», «No», and «Maybe».

The survey was disseminated from the class spaces in the careers of the Faculty of Business of the De La Salle Bajío University where the students took research subjects — methodology and workshop — and the voluntary partition of the undergraduate students was requested from both that Faculty, as well as others where careers related to other disciplines are taught. The response obtained was 96 students who completed the survey. The results obtained are described below.

IV. Results

The survey was released among the community of undergraduate students at De La Salle Bajío University. There were 231 students who reviewed the instrument, of them 26 started it, but left it unfinished and only 70 answered their 23 questions complete, that is, 30.30%. Given that a non-probabilistic sample was chosen, this percentage of participants only offers a notion of how many of those who knew about the research topic were interested in voluntarily providing their answers. In any case, in a parallel exercise that was carried out among students from other higher education institutions in Mexico, 91 complete responses were obtained from the 223 students who reviewed the instrument, including 50 who began to answer it, but left
it unfinished. The number of complete responses represents 40.80% of those who had knowledge of the instrument. Therefore, although there is a reasonable similarity between the reaction of De La Salle students and other Mexican institutions regarding the low interest in participating in this study, there are reasonable elements to think that this disinterest is more accentuated at the De La Salle Bajío University.

Of the 96 participants who contributed complete answers, 64.29% are female and 35.71%. The option «I prefer not to answer» was also offered as option to respond about the sex of the student, but none of these participants chose it. Although there is a slightly higher number of women in the enrollment, these percentages offer a clue that it will be appropriate to analyze later regarding why women are more enthusiastic about reflecting on their educational experience. At the time of the survey, a percentage of 66.67% of the respondents was in the age range of 18 to 22 years, and the rest were older than 23 years. Participants study careers taught in the faculties of Business, Information Technology, Social Sciences and Humanities, Dentistry, Communication and Marketing, and Design. Those surveyed are currently studying from the second to the eighth semester of their career — the study plans contemplate 8 semesters in the case of all the careers described—. Regarding the concepts explored, it is shown below what is the perception of the students, especially in the aspects that offer the greatest opportunity for improvement.

a) **Properly guided learning**

To explore if the students feel that is their learning experience is well guided, three questions were asked: «Do you think that the study program of your career makes it clear to you what is the purpose of your profession? », «Do you know and count with the necessary resources for your learning to be the best? » and «In the classes, in addition to covering the contents, did you feel accompanied to understand them? ». The first two questions generated mostly positive responses. However, given that the purpose of this diagnosis is to find areas of opportunity for the elaboration of strategies that make the student's experience more meaningful, we show here, in Figure 3, the result of the question in which the students were less satisfied.

![Figure 3: Answers to the question «In the classes, in addition to covering the contents, did you feel accompanied to understand them?»](Image)

The main finding of this item is that approximately two out of every three students surveyed do not perceive personal accompaniment during their knowledge acquisition process.

b) **Stimulating learning processes**

To assess whether students experienced their educational processes as stimulating and motivating, three questions were asked: «Do you consider that you received the necessary motivation from your teachers?», «Do you feel encouraged to learn more on your own?» and «Do you consider school as a space for discovering new things in your life?» Although this last item's response obtained a very positive percentage among the average of the respondents — 87.14% of them expressed themselves between satisfied and very satisfied in this regard—, we again show, in Figure 4 in which of the items there was a response that indicates opportunities for intervention to make the student experience more stimulating.
In this case, the perception among those surveyed is detected that teachers affect their motivation and that they do not necessarily do it for the better (Bozkurt & Sharma, 2020). Although this point may be debatable, the fact is that 57.14% of them value it. This is a valuable input to consider in the subsequent organizational proposals that are being worked on as part of this project.

c) Feeling that the student is being provoked to go beyond the expected minimum

In order to find out if students feel provoked in a noble sense of the word, that is, if they are invited to go further with the knowledge they are acquiring, the following questions were asked: «Do you consider that your own initiative is important to develop yourself?», «Do you consider that your full potential is being used to make the classes more effective?» and «Have you found teachers who make you want to learn more on your own?» As with the previous dimension, there was a very positive response from 84.28% of those surveyed regarding having identified at least one teacher who encouraged them to continue acquiring knowledge. Even better was their perception regarding whether they consider their self-initiative relevant, as 95.71% of them weighed it. However, we present in Figure 5 the result of the question that represents the greatest concern for this study.
What is disturbing about this response is that it contradicts the stated perception of respondents that they value their own initiative and that they have identified teachers who push them to go beyond the minimum expected. It turns out that only one in five of those students who participated in this study clearly believes that they are taking advantage of their potential to make classes successful as a learning experience.

d) Feeling of being really involved in your own education process

To find out if students really feel involved in their learning process, three questions were asked: «Do you think that remote technology allows you to integrate well with your group?», «Have you participated with pleasure or do you feel motivated to collaborate? in extracurricular activities?» and «Do you think your experience at the University has made you a better person?». This last question was the one that yielded the best results in this case; 74.28% of the participants do consider that the university has transformed them for the better. It is still worrying, however, that one in four of them do not perceive it that way. Regarding the motivation to participate in activities other than those required, just more than half of them, 52.85%, declare that it is part of their interests to carry out complementary activities.

This aspect is important because it speaks of an awareness, on the part of the students, of developing in a more comprehensive way according to their own personalities. Half of them who are not interested in doing more than standardized activities, shows that they probably do not find in the options offered by the institution, activities that are really related to them. Or worse still, that perhaps there is no conscious reflection on how to develop in different human dimensions and not only obey a defined professional profile. The result where there is more opportunity for strategic intervention is shown in Figure 6.

In this case, it is a question that is oriented, unlike the rest of those that were formulated, towards the specific experience in the remote mode. This exception was made given that the students have been immersed during this period in these conditions, they more frequently manifest in class the discomfort of not being able to have an effective coexistence with their classmates. Not only to establish affective and community relationships, but even to collaborate in school work (De-la-Hoz-Franco, et al., 2020). Although the result was not as serious as some of the spontaneous comments of the students would intuitively suggest, it was evidenced that at least 58.5% of them feel dissatisfied in this regard.

e) Sense of achievement in learning

To explore whether the students had obtained a sense of achievement with their learning, four questions were posed: «Do you consider the grades reflect what you have really learned?», «Do the conditions in which you study help you to perform well?», «Are you satisfied with what you have achieved and can you achieve with what you have learned in your career?» and «Has your university experience helped you to choose key aspects of your future?». The last two questions had mostly positive responses. The item that refers to whether the ideal conditions for better performance did not reach 50%. However, the question that attracts the most attention and that is significant to consider in the
elaboration of strategies, is the one illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Answers to the question: «Do you consider the grades reflect what you have really learned?»

85.71% of the participating students do not state categorically in agreement with this aspect. It is recognized, as a limitation of this study, that the applied instrument does not shed clues about the nuance of this result. That is, it cannot be concluded if in all cases in which the grade is considered not to reflect what has been learned, it is because the participants consider that the grade obtained was below the real learning or if there are cases in which it is considered that a high score does not imply significant learning. It is also understood that the high percentage of ambiguous answers, of 38.57%, implies that for many of them there will be specific subjects in which they feel fairly evaluated and also some others in which they do not. What is relevant for the purposes of this research project is that — even when those who participated in this study already showed greater interest in reflecting on their own experience — concern is detected on the part of the respondents because in addition to being evaluated, are accompanied in a learning process in a more comprehensive way.

V. Discussion and Lines of Action Generated

With the results obtained, we are working on the design of organizational strategies to provide the students of the Faculty of Business of the De La Salle University, a more enriching learning experience (Karpov, 2018). The reagents whose graph is shared in this document offer key elements to attend to in this process. According to the conceptual model illustrated in Figure 1, there are specific opportunities to take into account the issues in which students are dissatisfied to think about ways in which educational services are developed under the vision of significant improvement (Quiroz-Pacheco, 2017). This document shows five key aspects that have been detected and can be addressed. In terms of the strategic organizational thinking that is developed for this project, they can be expressed as follows:

1) Effective accompaniment in the student’s learning process,
2) Attention to creating motivating atmospheres from the classroom,
3) Attentive listening to students to know their concerns regarding the development of their potential,
4) Search and design of dynamics that take advantage of the facilities of ICTs for sessions where there is greater integration between participants and
5) Offer added value to academic evaluation.

In the next stage of the development of this project, work is being done on analyzing how each of these aspects can be integrated or addressed through concrete actions that are reflected in the main four educational services offered by an educational institution of higher education. Those are: the education process, the infrastructure provided by the institution, the ability to effectively link students among peers and with actors from different social sectors, and institutional prestige. The vision of this organizational analysis also contemplates, as a next step, the development of
proposals so that these services are not only improved, but are sustainable, have an organic and flexible process to propose themselves in specific spaces, generate collaborative learning and are meaningful and personalized to your beneficiaries.

Now, under the assumptions that guide this project, it is important to seek a balance between the face-to-face mode and the remote mode of education (Alves et al., 2020). The bet that arises from how progress has been made in research is to generate a conscious capacity to provide elements for students to strengthen and consider the importance of soft skills (Garrett, 2016). On the other hand, it is trusted that an effective way to compete in a digital environment where there will be an increasing number of powerful content for learning specific content available on the network, it is important to involve multidisciplinary teams of students for the creation of content from own learning (Dedós-Reyes, 2015). Both proposals are now explained in more detail.

Soft skills, as already mentioned, are considered essential for the workplace in the coming years. It is a trend that has been accentuating over time. In economic-administrative disciplines, where young people with skills to integrate teams with multiple spaces within organizations are trained, these competencies are key and despite them they are not always explicitly addressed within educational programs (Petersen et al., 2019). Well, the idea is to highlight its importance in the educational process of students. Given that this type of competences can be reinforced with practice as skills, the actions to be developed contemplate both the generation of spaces where they can be "tested" and their integration, even if it is partial in the interactions of the people who make up the institution with the students (Gutierrez-Moreno, 2020). Although all interaction of a group implies applying this type of competences with greater or lesser success, in this case what is emphasized is to call explicitly underlining its importance among those who make up the educational community.

On the other hand, the proposal to involve students in the creation of learning content has a strategic sense (Kristanto et al., 2017), especially from the perspective of their training in business careers. It is not proposed in the first instance that the contents that generate them compete with some of high quality that are elaborated by institutions that have a greater journey in this regard. But it is estimated that it is an excellent exercise for students to analyze a topic, synthesize it in a digital format, collaborate for its recording, editing, programming, narrative and sensory design. The benefits of learning projects have been explored in many studies. In this case, it is already part of a clear theme that will also bring benefits for other students who will be able to go to the collections that are generated with these contents (Esteban-Guitart et al., 2018).

Now, at this stage of the study, as mentioned, the feelings of the students regarding the advantages of the face-to-face and remote modes were also explored (González-Monfort, 2019), we decided to present the results of that part of the study in this discussion section because articulates very well with the strategic vision that inspires this project. Some of the following responses were detected among study participants when asked about the benefits they perceive in remote mode. The convenience of attending classes from anywhere was mainly pointed out. They talked about how comforting it is to avoid large transfers and save time: it was also indicated that it is pleasant to be close to loved ones, an issue that is highlighted when in the face-to-face format many of them had to come from foreign cities and remote places. Additionally, some considered that this format allowed them greater freedom and flexibility. These were the most recurrent responses. Note that there is not much emphasis on the thematic content and its quality (Pinker, 2017; Tarabini, 2020), however, there were among the 70 participating students, five of them who did point out positive aspects of the dynamics: more agile classes, without distractors and even recognition of teachers who used the format very well. In contrast, it is important to note that five other participants said that there was nothing positive in the remote mode. Two of them were even emphatic in their response that they did not find any positive aspect in the remote learning experience. Their short and blunt sentences with which they responded, respectively, were: ‘Absolutely nothing’ and ‘NOTHING’.

When they had the opportunity to express themselves about the advantages of the face-to-face modality, they said mainly, and quite extensively, how stimulating human coexistence is. Neither in this item were more than a few opinions expressed that underlined the quality of the teaching or of the course topics. On the other hand, some were specific in aspects related to coexistence, such as the opportunity to participate in sports activities and spaces to eat in a group. A response that has attracted attention to be considered in this research was one that pointed out that, in the face-to-face mode, teachers did not leave as many jobs as they did remotely. There are studies that explore in greater depth the psychosocial effects that the pandemic and distance education brought with it, but from the organizational point of view, we understand this response as a warning sign that in some cases has overreacted to the prejudice that students at home have more time, saturating them with homework.

The last item on which we leave a reflection in this work is whether the participants were willing to collaborate in the creation of the learning contents that have been previously mentioned. The expectation is that, since it is a non-probabilistic study, there would be a reasonable number of them who do express interest in this possibility, given that their willingness to answer the
instrument already denotes a greater degree of interest in these tasks than an average student. The result was that, out of every four palpitations in the study, one declares that they are interested in creating content collaborating with other students, one declares that they are not and two say that maybe. These percentages, compared to a parallel study carried out among students from other institutions, is initially low. In fact, when students from other institutions were asked, 60% of them were enthusiastic about the possibility of collaborating in the content creation and only 30% rejected that possibility. From a strategic point of view, this gives us two readings that we find encouraging for the project. The first, that there are specific elements within De La Salle University that can be addressed so that the level of interest of these potential content creators is similar to what was detected in the other institutions. The other, closely related to the previous one, is that among the 50% who declared a "maybe" they represent a niche of students who can respond positively if they work well to provide them with better incentives.
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